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S07!E GOOD NEWS
As some of you know, your Secretary who edits the wooden plane
part of Plane Talk under the pseudonym of Stanley Wooding Nicholson, had a fairly serious health problem at the beginning of 1986.
Although he has made a good recovery with an excellent prognosis
of well being (provided he behaves himself according to a prescribed regime) the episonde not only postponed some of the projects
on his calendar including the completion of Volume X of Plane Talk
but it also placed a limit on the number of such activities he
could undertake in any period of time. It has finally become apparent that something has to be cut out of his activities roster.
With deep regret he has decided that he must give up Plane Talk,
not because its importance is any less than that of other activities
but because it has most intensely demanded his time and attention
for a matter of ten years and would continue to do so.
Some of Plane Talk's readers might assume they have now read the
"good news" of the headline although that is hardly SWN's point of
view. The good news is that one of the giants of the plane world,
Emil Pollak, has agreed to pick up the duties of editing and putting the magazine together and administering the affairs of B.-A.R.S.
Roger Smith will continue his wonderful work with The Imp, the
iron plane section of Plane Talk. The Society has a strong team
from which much can be expected. SWN will consider it a personal
favor if B.-A.R.S. members will continue to give the new team the
wonderful support that he has enjoyed.
It has been a pleasure too great to quantify to have associated
with a group as sterling as the B.-A.R.S. membership. I thank you
for your letters, your contributions to the magazine and to the
Society, and most of all for your friendship. This is not goodbye.
I hope our new wooden plane editor will want an occasional souib
from one who continues to be addicted to the interest we all have
shared for ten good years.
BOOK PEVTE',7
The Scottish Connection the Story of Thomas Napier
by Alan Bates
The Early American Industries Association in a joint publishing venture
with the lid-West Tool Collectors
Association has published a groundbreaking monograph on Philadelnhia
planemaker, Thomas Napier, who emigrated to this country from Scotland
in the 18th Century.
Nanier's innovations in planes offered to the public make him an important figure in the development

of the industry. The Bates work
makes use of and illustrates early
inventories, advertisements and
other records from the period of
Napier's activity along with a discussion of Napier and his work and
many photographs of his product.
This is a work no plane collector
should be without.
It is available through the BAIA
Book Program at $4.00. Write to
John Watson, PO Box 2128, Empire
State Plaza Station, Albany, N.Y.
12220.
If you are not an EAIA member, identify yourself as belonging to B.-ARS.

TOWERS OF LIVERPOOL
By Reg Fowle

.:1

rio k:L4
The article "Towers Revisited" X-1-8/9, prompts a comment.
I bought a plane that looks American and has a small mark at the toe top
TOWEPS
is not an old plane and has not been used much and has
LTVERDOOL. It
something unreadable between Towers and Liverpool. The name is not
known here. .
The wood is not beech. What about a home in Liverpool
Nova Scotia or a Liverpool somewhere else on your side? (There are
Liverpools in N.Y. State and Ohio).
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we must remark that we think the following article is one of the kinds
of study that PLANE TALK has hoped to promote since its inception.
We
believe that excellent work of this sort is typical of the output of
writers about the history of old tools and we regret that its presentation has been delayed. S.W.N.

Very little work has been done in the Netherlands on the initials
found on Dutch planes since the retirement of Mr. H. Noorlander
from the Nederlands Openlucht Museum in Arnhem some years ago. In
fact, the NOL's collection of planes is at present in storage. In
1983 Mr. de Jong very kindly allowed me to examine their very
elaborate card records. Each large catalog card has a detailed
written description and usually there are several close-up views
of each plane showing the marks and other details. It was really
almost more instructive than looking at the planes themselves.
I have also examined whatever publications I could find on che
subject, as well as some private American and British collections, and have consolidated the invaluable bits and pieces of
information which our readers have sent in to Plane Talk since
its very first issue.
Probably some of the more elaborate early planes were made by
apprentices finishing their indentures, but the span of time over
which some of the marks occur, as evidenced by dates carved on
the planes, indicates professional planemakers. The crowns used
maker
had
an
do
not
mean
that
the
many
of
the
marks
in
appointment to some ruler, as is the case in England. During most
of the period involved Holland was a republic. According to
Noorlander this is a guild touch mark. The initials RYK on a
plane, like the British broad arrow, are a sign of government
ownership.
•
I have been able to identify positively about four dozen marks,
in Table I. In Table II I have
many with dates, as shown
listed the marks 1 was unable to identify positively. I believe
plane
that those with crowns, and probably some others, are
makers. Other marks occurring on planes by identified makers, or
which are stamped more than once, I presume to be owners or
group le.ains unclassified. I have
third
perhaps
dealers. A
listed the plane irons of which 1 have reports in Table III.
Thanks to the work of W.L.Goodman and Ken Roberts we can date the
Sheffield irons, but little or nothing has been published about
Dutch and German iron makers, and the NOL has no information on
the subject.
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TABLE I
Plane Marks Identified and/or Dated

Plane Mark

Plane
Dated

Reported
by

[Gabriel]/ADH

1749

NOL

1751-84

N(6)

1776

ABM

Panel plane

AM.).

Skewed hollow

A&W

Blokschaaf with [Crown]/INU/
GARANTIE iron

PT(5 or more)

1 ' skewed hollow has
P I Hasen/0..VER iron

Other US

Also marked PB and I • K • V

1739-84

AvD and PDI,
BARES

Remarks
N has identified this as
Ary den Hengst of Rotterdam
from notarial records

N identifies as Arend van
Duyl from notarial records
1795

I. BIGGELAAR
1767

NOL
N

N identifies as Johannes B.
In Westfries Mbseum te Hoorn

PT
PT(2)

ADV and CHV on heel

CCZ

1728
1728

NDL
FT

Mark is on tote
At Old Salem restoration,
Winston-Salem North Carolina.
CCZ behind tote

EVERTSEN

1791
1793
1794
1794
1791-1794

NOL
NOL
NOL
NOL
NOL
N(5)

Also marked av
Iron has dagger mark
Also narked [Crown]IR 3 times

W.EVERTSEN

1794

N3L(2)

F+M

1747-83
1750-84
1750
1752
(18th Century)
1765
1766
1775
1782
-

G(8)
N(16)
PT
Md
PT
N
PT
PT
PT
NOL
PT

Plow. Salaman sale
Plaa
Salanan sale
Also marked KS
Salaman sale
Match pair,bought in Holland
Blokschaaf,also marked [Crown]/GM
(Reported by N also)
Ogee with bead,GAS iron

[Crown]/GM and FM

1775

PT

Blokschaaf

[Crown]/GVD

1756

PT

Snrothing plane

(or F[fleur de lys]M
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Also marked CN and JN
Sore are duplicates of NOL above

TABLE I
—2[Crown]/HF

Also marked WF; JOHN GREEN
iron (1781-1800)

-

[Crown]/IG

1789

NOL

Also marked IP

IG B

1734

PT

Blokschaaf

I0B

1732
NOL
PT

Bench plane,also stamped RYTE

I [Crown] R
1790

NDL

I [fleur de lys] R

Fr
PT

1788

Other US

Casing moulding;also marked
HP and PVM on nose, HP on heel

1790

PT
PT

10 7/8" round
Smoothing plane

1782
1791
1794

G
G
G

In Science MUseum
At Cardiff
At Haslemere

IR[fleur de lys]
[Crown] IVD

Also marked HI
Also marked a and KM
Round plane

G.surmises IAN VAN DELFT or
LAN VAN DYCK
JN
(19th Century)
[Crown] JN

NOL

Also marked RYK

PT
PT

Plow,Salaman sale
Plow

NOL (2)
N3L(3)
NOL

Also marked [Crown] JN/J
Also marked JN and GI
Also marked JN and RYK

Other US

Match pair,also marked RYK

Other US

Blokschaaf,double iron

Jan Nooitgedacht, Ylst, Friesland, a firm existing since 1650; also
makers of ice skates. The word means "Never thought of it."
[Crown] JVD

1793

NOL

KH

1824

PT

Plow

KKS

1730

MW

On the heel of a blokschaaf

KP

1729
1729

Other GB
PT

Jack plane
Hollow, converted from a
roffel, Salaman sale.

KS

1765

N

On a F[fleur de lys] plane

LC

1666

PT

The Framed Houses of Massachusetts
lEtz by Abbot Lowell Cummings reports
plane owned by the Curtiss family of
Stratford, Connecticut

N

18th Century planemaker aacording
to notarial records. No planes
reported

LOURENS KORTIJN
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TABLE I

-3[Crown] LVB

1733
1733-43

J.C.MDRTIER EN ZONENGORINCHEM

NOL
N(3)

Iron stamped [Crown] H

PT

Match pair marked [Crown] PD
En zonen = and sons

MP

1730

MW

Blokschaaf; KKS on heel

M R [fleur de lys]

1730-43
1723
1731
1733
1734

N(5)
G
G
G
G

Blokschaaven
Science MUseum;skewed
Own collection; square
Science MUseum; square
Victoria &Albert MUseum

N V N

1760

NOL

Shaw & Oates iron (1833)

[Crown] NVN

1730
1733
1763

NOL
NOL
NOL

PD
[Crown]/P D

—

PT(8)
NOL
NOL
NOL
NOL(2)
Other US
Other US
Other US
Other US

-

PT
PT
PT
PT(8)

Z/SPENCER & SON/SHEFFIELD iron
Also marked [Crown]CI1
Also marked RYK
ALBERT BERTRAN iron
Tongue;stamped RYK; G.SEHRINGHAUS iron
Fillister;G.SEHRINGHAUS iron
,i
Ogee
Tongue
" ;also stamped
J. KDESTERS (3X)
Also stamped PB(2X)
Mbulder, F.DUESINCiron
Match pair,also marked JAK
May include those listed above

Believed to be PIETER DUESINC. PD planes are listed in D.Stolp's 1915
catalog of Dutch tools.
[Gabriel]/PD

Before 1836?

PT

PDT.

18th Century

PT(3)

P V D

1761

PT

Blokschaaf

[Cherub]/PVD

1763

PT

Voorloper, Salaman sale

RIJKE

1801

N

RYTE

1790

PT

On I[Crown]R bench plane

SPEYERS

1776
1790
-

N
N
PT

10 5/8" ovalo

Several found in a tool chest
believed to date before 1836

Wit Beukenhouten Schaven Merk „P.D."
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TABLE I
-4-

[crown]/svE

NOL
MM
PT(5)
PT

S. VAN EMBDEN-AMSTERDAM

Hollow;also marked BL
Also marked S. VAN EMBDENAMSTERDAM

PT

See above
On plane marked LVB

TA

1733

NOL

VKffleur de lys]

1733-55

N(4)

W WV

1753

PT

Rijschaaf (jointer);Salaman sale

Bibliography and Code
A&W

Arnold & Walker

The Traditional Tools of the Carpenter
and Other Craftsmen,Vol. V

W.L.Goodman

British Planemakers from 1700,2nd
Edition , 1978
The History of Woodworking Tools
[he Mechanick's Workbench, Vol 15

MW

bon & Anne Wing

N.

H. Noorlander

NOL

NederlandsOpenlucht Museum

PT

B-ARS

Meesters van de krullen, Schaafmakers
in de achttiende eeuw (Masters of the
Scroll, Planemakers in the 18th Century)

Plane Talk, Vols. 1-VIII

Kenneth D. Roberts
Other US (GB)

Card catalog

Some 19th century English Woodworking Tools
Various

tool collectors and collections

Overzijschaaf, Links.
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Continued

TABLE II
Unidentified Marks
a) Probable Makers
Mark

Reported

(Crown)/AD
Other US
(Crown)/AH
PT(6)
(Crown)/AJ
PT
J H ANDRIES PT:Other US
(Crown)/HD
NOL
PT
(Crown)/HW
J M (ENNINK?) NOL

Mark

Reported

(Crown)/JVN NOL
(Crown)/LT
PT;Other US
(Crown)/P
PT(3)
(Gabriel)/PLNOL
(Crown)/R.S PT
R&V/R
PT
(Crown)/WB
PT
(Crown)WE
NOL;PT

Gerfschaaf

b) Probable Owners or Dealers
Mark

Reported

Remarks

ADH
ADV

PT
PT

On I BIGGELAAR plane
On I BIGGELAAR plane with CHV

B L
CHV
CN

A&W
PT
NOL

On (Crown)/SVE hollow
On I BIGGELAAR plane with ADV
On 2 EVERTSEN planes,one
dated 1791,one also marked
JN
On plane also marked KM
JACOB BUSCH iron
On I(fleur de lys)R plane
On (Gabriel)ADH plane
On 2 PD
match planes

GK
PT
GVDL
PT
HI
NOL
IKN(or IKV) Other US
J.A K
PT
N.KAMLER
ROTTERDAM
PT
J.KOESTERS
Other US
JN
NOL
KM
KWB

PT
NOL
PT

PB
PVB
PVDV
TA

Other US
PT
NOL
NOL
NOL

WF

NOL

On heel of a plane
3X on (Crown)/PD tongue plane
On EVERTSEN plane also marked
CN
On plane also marked GK
On plane marked (Crown)/WE
On PD plane w/G.SEHRINGHAUS
SOH(N) iron
On (Gabriel)/ADH plane
2X on (Crown)/PD plane
On two planes
2X on one plane,3X on another
On (Crown)/LVB plane date
1733
On (Crown)/HF plane,JOHN
GREEN iron

c) Other Marks
Mark
A DE JONG
ADQ
AF
AR

Reported
PT
A&W
PT
NOL

Mark
GDH
GvB
IHB
JK

Reported
PT
NOL
NOL
NOL

AVDM
CB
C.J.H.
EOB

PT
NOL
PT
Other US

JMG
SVH
TS
WVE

NOL
NOL
NOL
PT
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TABLE III
Irons Reported in Dutch Planes
Remarks

In Planes Marked/ Reported
by
Dated

Iron Marks/
Dated

NOL

[Dagger]

(Various)

ALBERT/BERTRAN

[Crown]/PD

NOL (2)

[Crown]/B/BRINCK

[Gabriel/ACE
1749

NOL

JAMB BUSCH/[frame saw]

GVDL

PT

Plow

NOL

Block plane. Iron
dates from Roberts

NOL
PT(2)

Crown moulder

JUSIEJUSTICA10/
J&R DODGE/SHEFFIELD
1876-79 or 1865

1845

F.[?].DUESINC
PD

ASW
NOL

C. WILHELM DURHOL

PT

AF

F.W.DURHOT

a" hollow
Round schaaf,iron also
marked WILHEU1 SCHMITT 1858

PT

May be Belgian

GAS

F11/[fleur de lys] PT

Ogee with bead

G. ENGELS

[Crown]/WE;KWB

NOL

JOHN GREEN
1781-1800

[Crawn]/HF;WF

NOL

[Crown]/H

[Crown]/LVB;TA
1733

NOL

P I HASEN/0..VER

ADH

PT

Skewed hollow. Oliver ?

[Crown]/INU GARANTIE

[Gabriel]/ADH

A&W

Hollow blokschaaf

Other US

2" hollow
/
11

Pal

Skewed hollow

J.FD.S or J.FN.S

PT

3/8" Raman ogee

[Crown]/J.N.U./GARANTIE

PT

Round
1" casing moulder

F. WILHELM DURNOLD(?)

I.P. 18
[Gabriel]/ADH

I.P.H.B.

LP • MB

Iffleur de lys]R

Other US

C.MULLER

[Crawn]/L.T.

Other US

Goodman: Hannah Green & Son
Burgess St.,Sheffield

E.B.MULLER & C.

PT

5//:;,
1

P F W (?)

PT

1

Rubbings supplied
by Henk van Dyk
L.Z.K.gr
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ogee

ogee

TABLE III
-2FERDINAND RUBEN(S)/[bell]/
CAST STLEL

NOL

PERDIN/RUBES/[mushroom]

NOL

Fr

RarnIAN A(?)

Missing letter appears
to be a faint S

ABM

1/" side bead

WILHa2.1 SRETT/[fruit]/1858

P&AT

Round schaaf, also stamped
F.[?].DUESINC

4ailiELM saitirrT& C./[2
cherries]/1858/ GARANTIE
GUSSSTAHL

NOL

SEHRINGHAUS

J M (ENNINK)

NOL

F. SEHRINGHAUS SOH(N)

[Crown]/PD

PT

G. SEHRINGHAUS

[Crown]/PD; also PT
J.C.MORTIER EN ZONEN-GORINCHEM

Match pair

Not noted

PT

Tongue or groove; other
iron is S.C.VOORMANS & SOHN

[crawl-1]/n)

Other US(3)

Ogee and tongue planes have
mark in a straight line;
mowing fillister has mark in a
semicircle around a cursive GSH

G.SEHRINCHAUS SOH.

PD and N

G.SEHRINGHAUS/& SH(?)/
CAST STEEL
SHAW & akTES
1833

NOL
NVN
1760

NUL

I & H SORBY

Sheffield

NOL(2)
[Crown]/E0B

Other US

Z/SPENCER & SON/
SHEFFIELD
1825-1900

[Crown]/PD and
[Crown]/CM

NUL

B.A.VAN RUIVEN & (C)/
AMERSFOORT

[crown]/JN

Other US

Blokschaaf

Fr

Tongue or groove plane;
iron is G.SEHRINGHAUS

1814-1900

S.C.VOORMANS & SOHN
W. B.

[Gabriel]/ADH,
PB and I. K.V

Other US

-•‘•••
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Overzijschaaf, Rechts.

Mitre plane

Some Interesting Marks

by Fred Bair, Jr.

Applied steel

.pariern
/

J . G. YORK, zb. Unlisted.
Early configuration, early
owner's stamp. 1/16 curvature.
does not conform to Goodman
(p.44) new style or old style.
Matches old style /118.

V

I. SPARROW, in rectangle, not zb.
Unlisted. Early applied steel, not
tapered, thick. British 18th c. ?
X -
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THE GUNSTOCKER'S PLANE
by David G. Perch
The first reference I saw to this type of plane was a good
many years ago in Captain Dillon's book "The Kentucky Rifle".
It was pictured with a number of other tools used by the early
rifle smiths in Pennsylvania. Other authors of more recent vintage have mentioned the use of these planes, and a few have even
shown planes, supposedly used for this purpose. Of the ones I
have seen, I am doubtful of their use in gun stocking. I have
15 planes in my own collection which are similar to the one shown
in Cantain Dillon's book. In twenty years of tool collecting I
have only seen two others.
These planes were used to cut the barrel channel into the gun
stock. It would, therefore, be necessary to have one for each
barrel size. The vast majority of the early rifle barrels were
octagonal in cross-section, but some were one third octagonal
(at the breech end) changing to round for the remaining two thirds.
Occasionall a rifle turns up with a round barrel, but not very
often.

Shot guns and fowling pieces generally had round barrels,
or octagon to round. The early Pennsylvania/Kentucky rifles had
a double tapered octagonal barrel, the major taper running from
the breech end to within eight inches of the muzzle, then flaring
out to the muzzle.

These must have taken the most time and skill

on the part of the gun smith to do properly.
To understand these planes more fully, we should look at the
rifles.

These early weapons, were more often than not, full

stocked, i.e. the stock ran almost to the muzzle stopping just
short of it. Others were half stocked, i.e. the wood ending just
in front of the rear ramrod thimble or about one third of the
barrel length.
Thescarcity of these planes is probably due to the fact that
they weren't absolute necessity, coupled with the fact that most
were user made rather than store bought. I have never seen one
listed in any old tool catalogs.
Continued
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The bulk of the wood for the barrel channel could be removed
with chisels and gouges and a final fitting could be made with
the barrel itself.

The breech end of the barrel was filed square

and this end was pushed down into and alone the groove cut by
the gouges.

The souared end of the barrel acting much like a

scraper, removed the excess wood as it was pushed along.

(The

Plane maker's chisel used to true up the blade bed and illustrated on page 375, figure "d" of Salaman's"Dictionary of Tools",
uses the same principal - scraping rather than cutting the wood
as it was pushed forward.)
Accuracy of a rifle is dependent on many factors.

One of

these factors is the fit of the barrel in the barrel channel.
Gunsmiths, like plane makers, also used a variety of floats and
rasps to insure a perfect fit between component pieces.
As can be seen in the accompanying drawings the planes resemble a rabbet plane, having the same type of mouth and no
depth stop. They were also only 3/4's as long as a rabbet.

Z

ci5 1.
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I' MASTER

•

NET.? YORK
By Dan Semel
Another example of a prison-made plane haying a New York City location.
Typical I'!aster wedge, W. Bukcher iron, chamfered wedge slot.
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DAVENPORT

By Philip lest
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SOME PLANES RECORDED BY BOB GRAHAM
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B A H CO.

GERMANY

9-7/8 X 2-7/8 X 5/8"
NC MARKS ON TOE END
NO WEDGE - R IRON
SCRIBE LINES 7/?2" FROM ALL EDGES
ON TOP HALF.
FILE MARKS ON RADIUS OF HEEL & TIE
1 1/83 WEBSTER 2/1 1

MARKS ON HEEL

0 5

FROM J. GOOLSBY
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SOMEBODY'S

BABY

This set of interesting rubbing did not
bear the originator's
name and it became separated from the
letter (?) it came with. We're
sorry. Someone went to a lot of work and deser
ves the credit.

D.COPELAND
HARTFORD
Dust-Proof Joint Plane

n.WHEELEP
Yellow birch
1" tongue plane
Heavy Chamfers

•

1 .7).
"'S

r

D & M COPELAND
HARTFORD
Twin Iron Fixed
Ogee Sashplane

7: 6,7 .%.117:3L
. ' 7.1•
-

-

L.B.BIGELOW
PROVIDENCE R.I.
3/4" double Boxed Bead

• • //'; Aid

ovevo.

?"..-

D & 71 COPELAND
Bead and cuarter
Round

M & A COPELAND
UNION FACTORY
WARRANTED

BODMAN, BEARSE & HUSSEY
PAWTUCKET R.I.
No 10 hollow

N0 5

Round

& A COPELAND
Halvinri Plane

J. .1ERRITT
(HANOVER MASS Mark is
identical of J.R.TOLMAN I S
imprint.

eveofser$00."!f•

_

M. COPELAND
STATE ST.
HARTFORD

Handled Smoother

Thumbscrew Type Plow

P.

WhEELER

(Birch)
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Who Made It?
by Ceorge Monk.
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SPOKESHAVES & SIMILAR TOOLS
By Thomas C. Lomond
J.F. MAGNUSON SPOKESHAVE
I don't know how many different tools
I have seen patent drawings for and
never seen the actual tools but I do
know there are a great many. As a
rokaniologist (one who studies spokeshaves), I am always seeking to expand
my col lection and knowledge with
examples and information pertaining
to the previously unseen, unconfirmed
or unknown. One of the confirmations
I was able to establ ish and collect
was an example of a J.F. Magnuson
spokeshave, Patent No. 452,498 -May 19, 1891 .

same is marked "PAT. APL'D FOR"
in a semicircular fashion with a
five pointed star in the center
(see detai l 1 6 2). The rear section of the two part body has the
words "PAT. MAY 19, '91" stamped
or cast into the piece. The blade
has no markings and, in fact, may
be a replacement. The handles
are open or loop type castings unl ike the patent drawings which are
sol id. The rest of the spokeshave
Is substantial ly the same as depicted
in the patent drawings.

My quest for additional information
has been unsuccessful to date and a
number of questions have resulted.
I bel ieve the Magnuson spokeshave was
made prior to the patent date as wel l
as afterward. The design of my example
includes a different style chip breaker
than that depicted in the patent drawings and the small brass knob on

I would l ik,e to know who actual ly
made the Magnuson Patent Spokeshave,
where they were located and the
duration of manufacture. I am also
interested in establ ishing whether
any advertisements or catalogue
references are known. Please contact: Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Place,
Lynbrook, N.Y. 1 1563

ill• 111.4•L)

J. F. 111G7M903.

zra.452,418.

S

L

M.'Nal)

Patentad May. 10, 1881.

c)
'eLL
tj

Ma 452,418.

Jnom—nmt.

J. F. ISIGN7SOff.
aulaurr..
Fatinted May 18, 1811.

e

A

Detail
GUARD CAP (chip breaker)
from spokeshave patented
by J.F. Magnuson of New
York, NY
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These drawings represent the
chip breaker found on the
col lected sample and differ
from the patent drawings in
that this chip breaker Is
adjustable by means of a
brass knob that clamps down
on the front casting. The
patent drawings indicate the
"guard cap" Is adjustable by
means of two screws located
In the back of the front
casting.
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANT INFORMATION
ROCER K. SMITH, Editor

LIST

of

IRON AND WOOD

Each.

No.
I.

Smooth Plane. 51 inches in length. 1; inch Cutter,

2.

7.)ww.cri
l
%.)11

44

3.

UcUJi.J 0

"

4.

le

..

..

"

9

"

"

5. .lack

"

14

"

"

6. Fore

"

IS

"

li

•

"

S.

"

.. 84

4.

"

9

Block

" 10

"

"

7. Jointer,

VENEER SCRAPERS AND SPOKE SHAVES,

46

"

78

46

33

1g

44

li .`
2 46
2

"

2i1
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10. Carriage Makers Rabbet Plane. 14 inches in

BY

BAILEY, CIIANY & CO.
No. .55 C11USEfl..41" ST.,
Entrance, 40 Lancaster Street,

Corner Lancaster,

"

650
7.00
760
9.00

ta

4•

IA 00

44

11.00

44

12 on

length.

21 inch cutter,
11. Belt Makers' Plane, 2! inch cutter,

*

MANUFACTURED

600

,t

2',' "
2: "
2

BOSTON. RAM

12

S5 00

46

(

L.BAILE
BOSTON

PATENT
AUG.7-1855
AUG 31-58

7.50

6.50
6.60

Veneer Scraper, 3 Inch cutter,

TRADE DISCOUNT.

10 PER DENT.

ON ORDERS EXCEEDING $100,

15

Theta tools meet with universal approbation from the hest
mechanics. For beauty of style and finish they are unequalled,
and the great convenience in operating renders them the cheapest
planes in use; they are se?ftagiusting in every respect, and each
part, being made interchangeable. can be replaced at trifling expense. Both the Iron and Wood Planes are entirely independent

AUG. 1-1855
AUG. 31-58

BOSTON

BAILEY'S PATENT .ADJUSTAcBLE pLANES.
This illustrates two pages from a pocket price list of planes & tools
mfr. by Bailey, Chaney & Co., Boston, Mass., c. 1868. This price list is
owned by Kenneth D. Roberts, and we are grateful to him for allmeing us to
reprint it here.
The iron planes shown here were mfr. undor Bailey's Aug. 7, 1855
patent. The Aug. 31, 1858 patent was for the lever cap.
We illustrate three variations of markings that will be found on the
brass adj. nuts equipped on these planes. The sequence of use is not
known at this time.
Drawings are courtesy of William B. Hilton.

Adjusting Nut
Cap Not Shown

Spring

X — 3-21

DEZ7,
fferci 57ze
.1704771-21

CARPENTRY

September, 1890.

xxxix

BUILDING.

AND

C. E. JENNINGS & Co.,
OF--

—MANUFACTURERS

Mechanics' Tools and Hardware Specialties.
Reade and 97 Chambers Streets, flew York.

79 and 81

Our topic for the month of August is our Perfeckd Iron Planes, with new adjustment, cut showing the Composite Bottom.
Nos. 303 to 307.

IA, •

•

"

s

You'll find nobody cheaper than Jones on the Hill;
ju his window when passing
that way,

For I

A range of

Factories: Yaleavilie and Chester Conn., and Hinsdale, N.H.

taut-that go where you will,

It is a

fine

tools that would last you.for aye.

He is

07

and upright. in his dealings I
know,

And the tools in his shop make a wonderful show;
and his trade

He's a steady old
understands.

•

of his goods bear teliable
brands.

While
Our New Patented Iron Plane Is offered to the trade and to the public as the only plane over yet mails that hes successfully met the great objeeti(((( to Iron Planes, viz.: the clinging of the Platte when in use to the work.
The bottom of the Plane is inlaid with Rosewood Strips firmly and immovably dovetailed into the iron, and so combined
as to prevent the wood from wearing away, giving the ease in working of a wood plane, while retaining all the advantages of
the Iron I'lane.

by unscrupulous dealers
in trash,
Whose only ambition 's to anger your cash;
your boss if you swallow
You'll
r=:=
their pill.
Don't be i, f

ice—.and try • Jones ou the Hill."
- adv—
So take m y—
him the
price,

First. go to hie shopind

(ff a brace, cramp, hammer, or rimer or vice ;
,
•-•

•

•
-

1ie's
;

e
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No. 803, Smooth Plane, Sin,
No. 301, Smooth Platte, Din,

•

'

,

fl/

old chap, as I've told you
before,

And if you buy one tool you're sure to buy more.

't •k.•.t. 6,..R.'?;,..' •

long, lI in. Cutter
long, 2 in. Cutter

" aril' $"' n°

Hardware Puzzle Circular.

IIE
above ingenious puzzle circular is reproduced from the Ilardwarenutn of London, England,
and may be of interest as offering suggestions for
circulars, advertisements, acc., to bo made upon similiar
lines. It is obviously undesirable to have such productions 80 complicated as to require dose study to decipher,
but something of this sort a little out of the common.

T

No. nes, Jack Plane, 14 in. long, 21 in. Cutler
No. 80, Fore Plane, 18 in. I mg, 2i in. Cutter
No. 807, Jointer, 22 in. long, 21 in. Cutter

Ellell, $3.75
"
4.75
"
3.30

All the above Nos. of Planes are made with our new adjustment. We also
manufacture a full line of improved patterns of
Iron Block Planes.
40c.inplete

L.i

t

of

Lisusesw Sent

COIL

Alfred Schulz. of Nebraska, sent
along this interesting tool puzzle.
Since it involves a patented plane
(Vaughan's Pat. 7/23/1872. See P-TAMPIA,
p. 130.) we wanted to share it with our
readers. Al found it in The Iron Age,
Oct. 29, 1896, p. 839.

...4_ppliention.

Paul Kebabian sent in this advertisement from the Sept. 1890 issue of Carpentry & Building. It shows iron planes
with Bailey's patented adjustment & lever cap but with inlaid rosewood strips on the bottam.
The use of these strips was shown in William Steere's patent NO. 284,919 dated Sept. 11, 1883. These planes were
mfr. by the Brattleboro Tool Co. until C.E. Jennings took over in 1887. It is possible that C.E. Jennings mfr. this
new design at their factory in Hinsdale, N.H., which is adjacent to Brattleboro, Vt. By 1890 the Bailey patents had
expired, thus, C.E. Jennings decided to coMbine his mare efficient features with their "cavosite" bottoms.

X
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SAINS'lgt PATENTED PLANE
Robin WV1lie, of Bridgewater, Nova Scotia,
has located an example of William Steers' 1st
patented plane. The configuration is identical
to that shown in the patent drawing, except
that it has a hand grip cast at the heel reminiscent of those on the heels of late Stanley
u4 x
NO. 20 circular planes. Trie plane is
8" lg. with an adjustable throat.
We described another example of Steers'
1st patent in Flanetalk (The Imp. Vol. VIII,
No. 1 (1983), p. 19. William Steers was a
patternmaker working for the Smith-Eikins Mfg.
Co. or Sherbrooke, Quebec. Thus, the planes
were probably manufactured by this firm. We
hope to have a photoghraph in the next issue
of Planetalk.
BENCE PLANE
227,452
WILLI/AI
Qa•bec. C•attd• PI led Yet 2 liNt

CLAMP SCREW
CLAMP

SLIDE SCREW

BLADE
SLIDE

Sberbrook,.

AND ADJUST BLADE:

TO ASSEMBLE
I.

PLACE PLANE UPRIGHT ON FLAT SURFACE.

2. WITH NUMBERED SIDE DOWN, SLIDE BLADE INTO POSITION
SO THAT ITS BOTTOM EDGE RESTS AGAINST THE FLAT
SURFACE.
The combination of the revolving cylinder H,
ha%tue a projecting pin, K. and ualtet in its end fur being operated
by a 161.1VM -driver. the hark-iron or cop F, having an oritioe. L,
the planc.inin B. having notches in the under aide, the nut
having an twentrie pin, E. wren. C, and *et-arrow 0, all substan•
tially SP and for the purpose dtaieriboil.
2. I ii a plane, the 'limiter H. having in it. end a slid for a
wren
er and nti its under suite a projecting pin. K,
nation with the back•iron of the plaice, having a aliet, L, all 11111/.
a.
and for the peirpooie deperibed.
atantiolly

3. ADJUST SLIDE SCREW SO THAT ROUND PROJECTION ON SLIDE
ENTERS HOLE IN BLADE.
4. PLACE CLAMP IN POSITION AND TIGHTEN SCREW LIGHTLY.
5. ADJUST SLIDE SCREW -TO GIVE DESIRED DEPTH OF CUT.

6. THEN TIGHTEN CLAMP SCREW.
7. FINE ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE WITH CLAMP SCREW TIGHT.
8. WHEN EDGE DULLS, REMOVE BLADE, ROTATE TO SHARP
EDGE AND RE-ADJUST.

GALIKADMS PATENT
Steve Dice, of Federal Way, Wash., would
like to know if any member has ever seen an
actual plane of Gallagher's design. This was
patent NO. 209,246 granted to Patrick Gallagher
of Eureka, Nevada on Oct. 22, 1878. It was the
only known plane patented by someone fram
Nevada.
A NEW BENCH PLANE.

The accompanying engraving represents an improved
of
bench plane, recently patented by Mr. Patrick Gallagher,
Eureka. Nevada. In Fig. 1 the side of the plane is broken
away to show the internal construction, and Fl;. 2 is a..detail view of the cap supporting device.
The improvement is applicable to either a jack plane, fore
plane, or jointer, of wood or iron.
The iron or bit, B, is screwed by a clamp screw in. the
bottom
body of the plane, A. forming a small angle with the

-4mikits,-4oasumesglito

swit:ma I,

TO

Frank Flynn, of Pennsylvania, has sent us the instruction sheet
for Sears NO. 9-3740 "Handy" Plane, c. 1950-60. This will help to
identify and date these planes Which are seen at flea markets.

edge
of the plane, and it is held in position near its cutting
transby the cap, C, which is pivoted on a pin that runs
versely through the plane. The position of the cap above
that are
its pivot is pressed forward by two strung springs
supported by a cross bar, D, fi tted to slots in the sides of the
plane. These springs keep the cover down on the lower
end of the bit or iron, holding it fi rmly in place. As the
cutting iron lies more nearly fiat than in ordinary planes it
will make a smoother surface, and it is more easily adjusted
than irons fastened with a wedge in the usual way.

,44!:

OALLAGICER'S FLAKE.
•t
1
-
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BUIDSILL ROLL!, OF SENECA FALLS, NEW YORIL
HAND-PL/LNN.

A952.

SpeeldeatIon of Lettere Patent No. 9,094, dated July 6, 165S.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, BIRDS141. How.v, of
Seneca Falls. in the county of Seneca and
State of New York, have invented certain
new mid useful Improvements in Metal
Bench-Planes: and I do hereby declare that
the following is a full, clear, and exact tie.
script ion of the same, reference being had to
the necompanying drawings, funning part
of this specification, in which—
Figure 1. is a side view of a cast iron
bench plane with say improvements. Fig.
2, is a lough ielinal sect hot of the ballle. Fig.
3, is a perspective view of the up. Figs. 4
and 5 are sections of parts of the plane showing the iron, wedge and cap in different positions.
Similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts in each of the several parts.
The oature of tltis invention consist; 1st,
in certain improvements in the stock and in
the cap of the iron which allow the width of
the throat to be altered for different kinds of
-work; 2nd. in certain Walls by which the
cap of the iron is always caused to drop into
its place without requiring any adjustment
or setting.
To enable those skilled in the art to make
and use itty invention I will proceed to describe fully its construction and operation.
A, is the stuck whirls consists of a cast iron
plate m ills the stein B, standing up front it
at a suitable inclination, and with two projcvling piece; a, a, one on each side close in
front of the stem. The stem B, is of 'thou(
the senile width as the plane iron and is made
• of tapering thickness, being rather smaller
at the lop. The two projecting pieces a, a,
• are of nearly semicircular form and are of
such width or thickness, or are at such it distance apart as to allow the plane iron and
cap to Aide freely between them. The stock
is furnished at the back part with a handle
C. . 'tar to a
plane handle, eini
in front of the throat with a knob 1).
The plane iron E, is similar in its general
eheracter to the iron of a common plane.
The cap F. censists of a cast iron plate simi.
hr in form to the clip of a common plane
iron. but it has a looi)f, which is of sufficient
width and depth to fit over the plane iron,
the stem B. and the wedge G, by which the
iron is secured. The bottom parts of the
sides of the loop at 9, 9, form shoulders fitting to the semicircular projecting pieces
a, a, of the stock and are at such a distance

front the lower edge of the cap that when
they rest on the projections the edge of the
cap will be just above or within the face of.
the plane and parallel transversely to it; the
edge of the cap is chilled or hardened.
The plane iron E, is placed between the
cap F, and the stem B, and the wedge may
be inserted between the iron and the stem as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2; between the cap and
the iron as shown in Fig. 4; or between the
back of the stem and the loop of the cap
as shown in Fig. 5. The fie.4 arrangement
gives a wide throat which is best for rough
work: the second gives a very small throat
suitable for planing hard wood or cross
grained sluff, or for finishing fine work; and
the third gives a width of throat about half
way between the widths given by the other
two arrangements. The difference in the
width of the throats is produced by the alteration of the inclination of the won and
cap.
The advantage of having the cap to drop
at once with certainty to its piece, will be
admitted by all accustomed to the use of
bench planes, as it dispenses with the necessity of measuring and setting required in
the common arrangement; and the want of
a simple and sure means of regulating the
width of the throat is well known.
What I claim as my invention and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The loop /, on the cap F. in combination with the plane iron E, and the stem B,
of the stock in the manner substantially as
described. to wit, the said loo? fitting over
or embracing. the plane iron and stein and,
allowing the won to be secured between the
cap and the stem by means of a wedge G,
placed either between the back of the iron
and front of the 'stem, between the front of
the iron and the cap, or between the back
side of the stem and back part of the loop,
the three positions of the wedge forming
three different widths of throat as herein
explained.
2. Providing the cap F, with shouldess
g. 9. which when the cap is placed in the
stock of (he plane will fall on suitable resting pieces provided in or upon the stock substantially as described.
BIRDSILL HOLLY. •
Witnesses:
CHAS. J. McKim,
PulL0 COWING.

Al Bennett, of California, has found the earliest known example of Holly's patented plane. It is identical to the illustration
in the patent
drawing. It has a sleeve that straddles the cutter support or frog and a wooden wedge to secure the cutter in
different positions for a fine or
rough cut. The plane has S. T. HOLLY stamped on the side, thus is also the only known plane with Holly markings.
Your editor has fotind no
reference to S. or T. Holly in his research. Mt. Bennett's plane is of the jack plane size with a double iron stamped CASEY,
Ulna& CO.
AUBURN, N.Y. The front knob is of a turning identical to that shown in the patent drawing. Unfortunately the handle
is missing.

